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Given a set Xc R” and a subspace 2 c R “, we say that X is $-decomposable if 
there exists a direct sum complement H of .b such that (Xn. H) # 0 and 
Xc (Xn RJ + .a. A structural characterization of .a-decomposability is obtained 
for compact convex X, which yields a procedure for verification of the property in 
case X is also polyhedral. Our application of LS-decomposability is in control 
theory. It is proven that if a compact convex polyhedral set X is {Range(B)}- 
decomposable, then the system capability of weak invariance (holdability) of X 
under the linear autonomous control system i= Ax + Bu (without control 
restraints) is equivalent to the existence of a constant linear feedback law u =F.r 
under which X is holdable. 
1. INTR~DUC~~N 
Throughout this paper, 9 is a linear subspace of R”, and C(3) denotes 
the collection of all the linear subspaces of R” which are direct sum 
complements of .9. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A set Xc R” is said to be 9-decomposable provided 
that there exists M E C(9) such that (X n MiK) # 0 and 
xc (Xf-L+f} + 3. (1.1.1) 
For *.d E C(9) denote by P_l19 the projection of R” onto -++Y along 3. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. A set Xc R * is 9-decomposable if and onlvv if there 
exists -4 E C(3) such that 
P &$C= Xf7.M. (1.2.1) 
Proof. The “if’ is immediate. For the “only if” let A E C(9) satisfy 
(l.l.l)andnotethatthenPM,,XcXnM=P,,,{XnX)cPM,,X. 1 
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In Section 2 we obtain a structural characterization of 9-decomposability 
in case X is compact, convex, and satisfies $? 4 span(X) + 9 = R”. This 
leads to the procedure in Section 3 for verifying 9-decomposability when X 
is also polyhedral. The major tasks constituting our computational method 
entail testing the consistency of linear programs. (We remark here that we 
will assume y = R” only for the purpose of simplifying the presentation. 
Indeed, if y # R”, then all the subsequent development holds, with R” 
replaced b y throughout.) 
In Section 4 an application of the concept of 9’-decomposability to 
control theory will be given. We shall consider the linear autonomous 
control system 
i =f(x, u) 6 Ax + Bu; t > 0, (1.3) 
along with the initial condition on the state 
x(0) = x0. (1.4) 
Here A and B are (n x n) and (n x m) are constant real matrices, respec- 
tively, and U: [0, co+Q c Rm (the control function) is Lebesgue 
measurable and is essentially bounded on bounded intervals. The solution of 
(1.3~(1.4) is given by 
x(t) =x(1, x0, 24) = d’x, + 1 
J eA”-S’Bu(s) ds. (1.5) 
0 
DEFNITION 1.6 (Feuer and Heymann [2]). A set Xc R” is said to be 
weakly R-invariant provided that for each initial state x0 E X there exists a 
control function u = u(e) such that x(1, x0, u) E X Vt > 0. 
For X compact, convex, polyhedral and {Range(B) }-decomposable, we 
will prove that weak R”-invariance is equivalent to invariance under 
feedback; that is, the existence of an (m x n) matrix F such that for each 
x0 E X, application of the (constant linear) feedback law u = Fx results in a 
solution of (1.3)-(1.4) which remains in X indefinitely. (Equivalently, for all 
x0 E X we have ecA fBF)f x0 E X Vt > 0.) This result is of interest from the 
point of view of system capability, and complements the result that weak 
invariance of a liner subspace of R” is equivalent to invariance under 
feedback (see Pachter and Stern [3] or Schmidt and Stern [4]). 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF 9-Decomposability 
For a compact convex set Xc R” we denote by E(X) the set of extreme 
points of X. Given ME C(9) we denote 
I,,, P Ix E m3: 9&9x E w,,9m 1. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let Xc R” be compact and convex. Then for any subspaces 
,e, Aa in C(9) we have E_r,,9(X) = End&Q. 
Proof Clearly it suffices to show that for an arbitrary x E E,,,,(X) we 
have x E E,,,(X). If x 4 EM*,, (X), then for some a E (0, 1) and points xQ, 
xb in X, x, - xb @ 9, we would have PUHI,9x = aP,z,,x, + (1 - a) PMI,9~t,r 
whence xE (ax,+ (1 -a)x,+g}. But then P,,,,x = aPWIIIsx, + 
(1 - a) PUr,,s~b, contradicting P.l,isx E E(PL,,I,X). 1 
In view of Lemma 2.1, for any compact convex set Xc R”, E,JX) is 
independent of ME C(3). We shall refer to the common value of the 
E,19(X) as the set of A?-extreme points, denoted E,(X); this set will play a 
crucial role in our characterization of AI’-decomposability. 
Consider the equivalence relation on R” given by 
and denote by z the restriction of - to E,(X). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Xc R” be compact and convex, and let ME C(9). 
Then there is a l-l correspondence between the set of equivalence classes 
under z and the set E(PA,, X). In particular, (i) if e E E(P,,X) then 
e=P ,,(/gx for all x in exactly one equivalence class under z, and (ii) for 
each equivalence class C under z we have PM,,x = 
P x,9 Y E E(PJI&) vx, Y E C. 
Proof: Let e E E(Sk19 X) and consider the (nonempty compact convex) 
set Y = (x E X: PJlg x = e). Let x E E(Y). We claim that x E E(X). Suppose 
not. Then there exist a E (0, 1) and distinct points x,, xb E X such that 
x = ax, f (1 - a) xb. Now Px19x, # P,,x,, for otherwise PM,sx, = 
P x,Jx,, = PA,+ = e, whence x, and xb are in Y, contradicting x E E(Y). 
Furthermore, PXISxa # PM,s (I x is impossible as well, since e = P,,,x is an 
extreme point of P,,, X. Hence x E E(X) and therefore x is a A?‘-extreme 
point of X. Clearly PA,, g = e for gE E,(X) if and only if g=: x, 
completing the proof of (i). The proof of (ii) follows readily from the 
definitions. 1 
We shall also require the following 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Xc R” be compact, convex, and satisfy 
span(X) + 9 = R”. 
Then for any .M E C(9) we have -4 = span{P,,EJX)}. 
(2.3.1) 
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ProoJ Condition (2.3.1) implies J = span{P,,,X}. The lemma follows 
upon noting that span{P,,, X} = span {E(Pl,fi) ) = span { f’,,,E#)}, the 
last equality being due to Lemma 2.2. 1 
DEFINITION 2.4. A set of vectors {Xj)j”= I c R” is linearly independent 
mad(9) (or simply l.i.(9)) provided that C,Y, ajxj E 9 impies aj = 0, 
j = 1, 2 ,..., w. 
The straightforward proof of the following lemma is left to the reader: 
LEMMA 2.5. (2.51) Let A E C(9). Then (xi},“=, is l.i.(A?) if and only 
if { Px19xi},Yz, is linearly independent. 
(2.5.2) Let lb,);=, c 9. Then (xi},!=, is /.i.(9) if and on& if 
{xi + b,},‘:, is l.i.(9). 
(2.5.3) Let (xj}j”=, be l.i.(9). Then for any set {b,}y= , c 9 we have 
9n span(xj t bj}y=, = (0). 
DEFINITION 2.6. A set of vectors S = (sj}yE, is said to be 9-complete 
with respect o the compact convex set Xc R” provided that there exists a 
set of vectors {b,}jY=, c 9 such that {X n span{sj + bj},~~, } # 0 and 
E9(X) c (Xn span{sj + b,},!“,} + 9. (2.7) 
We are now in position to give our characterization of 9- 
decomposability. We denote the dimension of 9 by /I. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let Xc R” be compact, convex, and satisfy (2.3.1). Then 
the following hold: 
(2.8.1) E,(X) contains an (n - /3) member I.i.(.g) subset. 
(2.8.2) Let S = {sj}y~/ be any (n -/3) member f.i.(9) subset of 
E,(x). Then X is 9-decomposable if and only if S is &?-complete with 
respect to X, in which case d& span(sj + bj}y:/ satisfies (1.1.1), where 
{bj}J:/ is as in DejZnition 2.6 (with w = n -8). 
Proof. Lemma 2.3 and (2.5.1) readily yield (2.8.1). To prove (2.8.2), 
first assume that S is 9-complete with respect o X. Since by (2.5.2) and 
(2.5.3), 2 c C(9), Lemma 2.2 and (2.7) yield 
= conv{Pg,,E&X)} c conv{Xng} =Xn& 
(conv denoting convex hull), whereupon Proposition 1.2 yields (1.1.1). Now 
assume that X is 9-decomposable, and let J E C(9) satisfy (1.1.1). In 
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view of Lemma 2.3 and (2.5.1) we have J= span{P,,S}. We see that S 
is %-complete with respect to X upon defining vectors in 9 by 
b, = Pel,,a~J - si, j= 1, 2 ,..., n-p, for then (1.1.1) yields 
&&V = X = {X n span L,9 S}}+ s=(Xnspan(s,+bj}:-P}+,~. I 
3. TESTING FOR ~-DECOMPOSABILITY INTHE POLYHEDRAL CASE 
The following is our general procedure for determining whether or not a 
compact convex set Xc R” satisfying (2.3.1) is 9-decomposable: 
STEP I. Find the equivalence classes under z. 
STEP II. Find any (n -/I) member l.i.(p) set S c E,,(X). 
STEP III. Test S for .%-completeness. 
By (2.8. l), S as in steps II and III exists, and by (2.8.2), z&completeness 
of S with respect to X is equivalent to 3-decomposability. 
In the present section we will assume that X is polyhedral; that is, for an 
(q x n) matrix q and d E Rq we have X = (x E R”: r,?x < d). Furthermore, we 
assume that the finite set E(X) has been identified; formally, this is always 
possible to accomplish by using the simplex method to identify the basic 
feasible solutions of the linear system describing X. Lastly, it will be 
assumed that X is compact. It is readily noted that 2n linear programs can 
be used to verify the boundedness of each coordinate; needless to say, this is 
highly impractical. It is often the case, however, that boundedness of X is 
detectable a priori by exploiting some special structure of the inequality 
system description. This is so, for example, in case X is contained in a set of 
the form (x E R”: d< rjx < d}, with fl full column rank. 
We now will give the procedure for carrying out steps I-III. Let 
E(X) = {xi}:=, , and let ME C(9) be such that P& P,lrJs is known. In 
particular, if M= 9’ then P= CT:/ mjmf, where the set of (column) 
vectors {m,}J”rf forms an orthonormal basis of dl, and “t” denotes 
transpose. 
Step I. Let E(PX) = (e,,}f,‘=, . According to Lemma 2.2, the set of 
equivalence classes under z is given by (C, ,}:,‘=, , where 
C,, = (x E E(X): P.u = ei,), i’ = 1, 2 ,..., k’. Since E(X) is a finite set. the Ci. 
are easily determined from E(PX). It is readily noted that E(PX) = 
E(conv(PE(X)}) = E(conv{Pxi}f= ,). Let {Pxi}f=, = { y,sr}:I’_, , where the yis, 
are distinct. Then to find E(PX) we need only determine those y,,. which are 
extreme points of conv{ yi,,}f,:‘= i . For notational ease, we will explain how 
this is done for i” = 1. The necessary and sufficient condition is the non- 
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existence of a convex combination of the yll,, i” = 2, 3,..., k”, equalling y, ; 
i.e., inconsistency of the following system of linear equalities and ine- 
qualities: 
a,,. > 0, it’=2 3 7 ,-*-7 k”. 
The consistency of this system can be checked by employing the method of 
artificial variables in the simplex method. 
StepZZ. Having found E(PX) in step I, select a maximal size linearly 
independent set Q in E(PX). Condition (2.3.1) implies that Q has (n - p) 
members. By Lemma 2.2, there is an (n - p) member set S c E,(X) such 
that PS = Q. Furthermore, by (2.5.1), S is l.i.(9). (Once Q has been found, 
S is any selection in the set of equivalence classes under z which are deter- 
mined by Q.) 
Step ZZZ. We are to test the set S = {sj}yzF of Step II for A9- 
completeness with respect o X. The question is whether or not there exists a 
set {b,};:! c9 such that (Xn span(sj + bj}J:p} # 0 and 
E,(X) c (Xn span{sj t b,}y,t +59. (3.1) 
This occurs if and only if the following system is solvable in the unknowns 
yii,,j= 1,2 )...) n -/I; i’ = 1, 2,..., k’: 
n-L3 
x yji,(sj+bj)EX, i’ = 1, 2 ,..., k’, (3.2) 
j=l 
(3.3) 
where {zi,}f,‘=, is any selection in the Cit. Note that (3.3) is equivalent o 
n-4 
Zi’ = y yji,psj; i/=12 k’ 9 ,..., . (3.4) 
j=l 
Since S is Ii.(g), (Ps,},“:f spans A, and therefore (3.4) is uniquely solvable 
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for the variables yii, (e.g., by a reduction method). Now, there exists a set 
(bj}y:f ~9 satisfying (3.2) if and only if the following system is solvable: 
n-l) N-b 
s yj,,qbj < d - F’ 1 r ,:, l.ii qsj, i’ = 1, 2 ,..., k’, 
]=I 
PbJ = 0, j = 1, 2,..., n - p. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
This amounts to a consistency check on a system of k’ linear inequalities 
and n(n - p) linear equations, in n(n - /?) unknowns. 
The following simple example illustrates steps I-III: 
EXAMPLE 3.7. The set XC R” is described (in terms of its support 
halfspaces) by the inequality system 
A straightforward graphical analysis shows that X is compact. Furthermore, 
and consequently (2.3.1) holds. In this example we take 
9 = Range((0 0 l)‘), and 
It follows that 
= E(PX) = Q, 
and we choose 
2 
i’z I’ 
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The solution of (3.4) is then y,, = yzz = 1, y,* = yz, = 0. Equation (3.6) 
simply says 
whence (3.5) becomes 
Hence 6, = b, = (0 0 0)’ satisfies (3.2)-(3.3), and according to 
Theorem 2.8, X is 9-decomposable with 59 = span(S). 
4. ~-DECOMPOSABILITY AND WEAK INVARIANCE 
Let (., .) denote the inner product on R”. For Xc R” compact and 
convex, we denote by C, the outward normal cone to X at x E r3X (the 
boundary of X); that is, 
C’& {cER”: (c,y-x)(OVyEX). 
As in (1.3), we denotef(.lc, U) =Ax + Bu. 
DEFINITIONS 4.2 [2]. Let Xc R” be compact and convex, and let 
R c Rm. We say that f is weakly R-subtangential to X at x E aX if there 
exists u E R such that (c,f(x, u)) < 0 Vc E C,. (Equivalently, f(x, U) E Cz, 
the polar cone of C,.) If this is so at every x E ax, then we say that f is 
weakly Q-subtangential to X. 
In [2, Theorem 3.2) it was proven in a general (nonlinear) setting that for 
X and 0 both compact and convex, weak R-invariance of X is equivalent o 
weak R-subtangentiality. In our linear setting, with R = R”, we have the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let XC R” be compact and convex. Then the 
following hold: 
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(4.2.1) If X is weakly Rm-invariant then f is weakly R”-subtangential 
to x. 
(4.2.2) Assume X is polyhedral. Iff is weakly R”-subtangential to X 
at x t/x E E(X), then X is weakly R”‘-invariant. 
Proof. Part (4.2.1) follows from the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [2]. To 
prove (4.2.2), denote E(X) = {xi}:_ ,. In view of polyhedrality, for each i 
there exist yi > 0 and ui E R” such that xi + y(Axi t Bui) E X Vy E [0, yi]. 
Let y’= min(y,: i= 1, 2,..., k}, and let x be any point in ax. If x = JFf=, aixi 
(convex combination) then 
whence Ax t B xF=, CL~U, E CP,. Therefore f is weakly R-subtangential to X 
with Q = conv( { ui}:= i }. By the aforementioned result of [ 21, X is weakly R- 
invariant. I 
It is not difficult to see that a compact convex polyhedral set X which is 
weakly R”-invariant need not be invariant under feedback. The next result 
shows that if it is also assumed that X is Range(B)-decomposable, then these 
two types of invariance are equivalent. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let XC R * be compact, convex and polyhedral. Assume 
also that X is Range(B)-decomposable. Then X is weakly Rm-invariant ifand 
only if X is invariant under feedback. 
Proof. The “if’ is immediate. To prove the “only if’, assume that X is 
weakly R’Qubtangential, denote E(X) = {xi}:=, , and let (u,}:, , , (y,}“=, and 
y’ be as in the proof of (4.2.2). Denote .B = Range(B) and let OX be as 
Definition 1.1. We will show that the (m x n) matrix 
F=-B+P,,,[A t ($1 I) 
is such that for each x,, E X, e’AcBF’f~O E X Vt 2 0. Here *‘+” denotes the 
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse ([ 11) and I denotes the (n x n) identity. 
Since BB ’ = P 9,-al, it is readily checked that for each i 
xi + ?(A t BP’) xi = P,,(xi + y(Axi + Bu,)). 
Since zr 4 x1 + y(A + Bu,) E X, Proposition 1.2 implies that PJ,,azi = 
xi + y(A + BP) x1 E X, whence (A + BP) xi E Cc,, i = 1,2 ,.,., k. The result 
now follows upon applying (4.2.2) to the (uncontrolled) differential equation 
i = (A + BP) x. 1 
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Remark 4.6. The assumption of polyhedrality is vital in Theorem 4.3, as 
is demonstrated by the following example. Let X= conv{ (0) U S), where 
s= xl 
Ii 1 X2 
:x* = (1 -x,)1/3,x, E [O, l] . 
I 
For B = (0 l)‘, the (compact convex) set X is Range(B)-decomposable 
(taking. N = span( 1 0)‘). For 
it is readily seen that f is weakly R”-subtangential to X, and consequently X
is weakly R”-invariant. Let (xi},?, be a sequence in S appraoching x0 = (A ) 
as j -+ co. An elementary calculation shows that if (Axj + Bu,, cj) < 0, where 
cj is the unique unit outer normal to X at xj, then uj-+ -co (even though 
Ax, + Bu, = 0 for U, = -1). Hence there exists no matrix F such that X is 
holdable under the feedback law u = Fx. 
Remark 4.7. Suppose that the compact, convex, polyhedral and 
Range(B)-decomposable s t X is weakly R-invariant for a convex 0 # R”. 
Then while Theorem 4.3 asserts that X is holdable under a feedback law 
u = Fx, there may be no matrix F such that the law is “admissible” in the 
sense that FX c f2. Indeed, consider the case i = -x + u with X = [0, I] and 
n= (I}. 
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